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Introduction to String Theory



Many observations in our Universe can be explained with just four 
fundamental forces

Gravity EM Weak Strong 

Physics motivation



Two theories to describe these four forces.

General 
Relativity

Quantum Field Theory 
(Yang-Mills Theory)

Physics motivation
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Physics motivation



…however, we need a unified description to study physics at high energies

Big Bang, Dark  
Energy, Inflation

Black Hole Entropy

and Information

GUT theories and

Physics beyond SM

Physics motivation



‣ One promising candidate for a unified description of General Relativity and 
Quantum Field Theory: String Theory 

‣ Basic assumption: Fundamental constituents of the particles that mediate the 
four forces and of all matter are not-point-like, but one-dimensional, 
extended strings

String Theory



‣ Stringent constraints: 
• Consistency (mathematical) 

• Match with observed universe (physical)

String Theory - Compactifications
This has far-reaching consequences!



‣ Stringent constraints: 
• Consistency (mathematical) 

• Match with observed universe (physical)  

‣ Requires ten space-time dimensions 

‣ 10D description essentially unique 

‣ We only observe 3, so 6 have to be small  
to evade detection      compactifications 

‣ All of the observable physics is encoded in the 6 compact dimensions (Calabi-Yau 
manifolds)

String Theory - Compactifications

4D

6D
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‣ Discrete data 
• Topology of CY  

• Number of branes 

• Number of fluxes

String Theory - Compactifications
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‣ Discrete data
• Topology of CY 

• Number of branes 

• Number of fluxes

String Theory - Compactifications
‣ Continuous data (moduli) 

• Shape of CY 

• Size of CY

Geometry

Moduli space
Generic point

Finite distance degeneration

Infinite distance degeneration
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Conjecture Generation

Try to learn a map between quantities with no 
previously known relation, formulate (and 
hopefully prove) conjecture
• Knot theory 

• Toric geometry  
 

• Line bundle cohomology, Brill-Noether theory  
 

• Many more…

[Krefl,Seong`17;Carifio,Cunningham,Halverson, 
Krioukov,Long`17]

[Hughes `16; Jejjala,Kar,Parrikar `19; Gukov, 
Halverson,FR,Sulkowski `20; Craven,Jejjala,Kar `20]

[especially He et.al.]

[FR `17; Klaewer,Schlechter `18; Brodie,Constantin, 
Deen,Lukas `18-20; Bies,Cvetič,Donagi,Lin,Liu,FR `20]

ML Applications



Optimization and Regression

• Searches for string vacua (discrete) 

• CY metrics (continuous)

Find solutions to a system of equations

[Ashmore,He,Ovrut `19; Anderson,Gray,Gerdes, 
Krippendorf,Raghuram,FR `20; Douglas,  
Lakshminarasimhan,Qi `20; Jejjala,Mayorga,Mishra `20]

[FR`17; Wang,Zhang `18; Mutter,Parr,Vaudrevange `18; 
Halverson,Nelson,FR `19; Brodie,Constantin,Deen, 
Lukas`19; Larfors,Schneider `20; Deen,He,Lee,Lukas 
`20; Otsuka,Takemoto `20;Cabo Bizet,Damian,Loaiza- 
Brito,Mayorga,Montañez-Barrera `20, Constantin, 
Harvey,Lukas `21]
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Example I: Solving Diophantine equations



‣ Background: 
• Diophantine equations ubiquitous in ST (topological data, quantization conditions) 

• Asking whether an arbitrary Diophantine equation has a solution (let alone finding one) 
is undecidable  

• However, Diophantine equations in string theory are not be arbitrary but inherit 
structure from consistency conditions, … 

‣ Idea to solve the problem:
• Set up a “game” in RL to solve a particular set of coupled Diophantine equations 

related to flux vacua of type II orientifolds. This showed that the NN 
✦ … can rediscover human-derived solution strategy that leads to partial decoupling 

✦ … can find new, more efficient strategies

Example I - Solving Diophantine equations

[Halverson, Nelson, FR `19]



‣ Wrap branes around torus cycles and stack multiple branes on top of 
each other 

‣ Brane stacks     Tuple: 
‣ There is a finite (but huge) number of inequivalent configurations

First Example - Finding string solutions

, (N,n1,m1, n2,m2, n3,m3)



First Example - Finding string solutions

…
…

…
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[Halverson, Nelson, FR `19]

Figure 4: Plots illustrating how the agent learns to solve multiple RL-tasks: First to solve
the IIA tadpole constraint, then the K-theory constraint, and finally the SUSY constraints.

(within a total distance of �TC  8) to a tadpole cancelling solution.
We also want to know whether the agent is actually exploring the landscape and using

its learned heuristics to solve the Diophantine equations or whether it is just randomly
stumbling upon a solution and keeps reproducing that (exploration vs exploitation). As a
measure for how diverse the solutions found by the agents are we look at the entropy of
the agents in Figure 3c. As we can see, the entropy is roughly constant (if anything, it is
increasing over time), which indicates that the agent takes different actions and thus arrives
at different states. We also confirm this by explicitly looking at the solutions the agents
finds. Since we are using the stacking agent, which is based on the A,B,C brane construction,
we know that the solutions are genuinely different and not related by a symmetry action to
one another.

Finally, we show the average score for a multi-tasking agent that successively learns
to solves tadpole cancellation, K-Theory, and SUSY in Figure 4. In the beginning, the
agent does not solve any of the consistency requirements and is receives a punishment
proportional to the tadpole distance as in the TC case, thus ending up at �105. Again,
after having taken around 106 steps, the agent has learned how to solve TC, for which it
receives the TC_Reward = 106 and is now also testing for the K-theory constraint. Once
it receives feedback on its performance with regard to K, it learns to solve TC and K
simultaneously between 106 and 5 ⇥ 106 steps, which is rewarded with TCK_Reward = 109.
Once TCK is solved, the SUSY constraints start to be checked. After 6 ⇥ 106, the agent
learns to incorporate these as well, leading to fully consistent TCKS models and a reward
of TCKS_Reward = 1012.

We can also demonstrate learning of the different constraints by studying the relative
frequency with which the agent finds models that satisfy the various constraints. We find
that in the beginning for less than 3 ⇥ 106 steps, when the agent has not yet learned to
produce models that satisfy the TC or K constraint, the ratio between models with TC

– 40 –

First Example - Finding string solutions



(a) Finding STC Models. (b) Using filler branes.

Figure 5: RL learning a human-derived strategy to solve SUSY and tadpole conditions.

and TCK is 1 : 5. This is consistent with the statistics of [41], where the authors also
find a reduction factor of 5 from imposing the K theory constraint on the untwisted torus
(however, they impose K theory last, i.e. their models satisfy already the SUSY constraint).
At the end of the run, the reduction factor has dropped to 3, indicating that the agent is
doing better in finding models that satisfy the K-theory constraint as compared to randomly
sampling the landscape. Of course, our numbers are too small for reliable statistics, but
since we already reproduce the factor of 5, we are optimistic that our sampling size is
sufficient. Likewise, we see a drop in the ratio of TCK to TCKS from initially around 5
down to 3 as soon as the agent learns to take SUSY into account.

4.5 Learning a Human-Derived Strategy: Filler Branes

The last section demonstrates that the RL agent learns a strategy to solve the coupled
Diophantine equations in the TCKS setup. There is no human-derived strategy for doing
this, and we are not attempting to find out the strategy employed by the agent, which in
general falls in the realm of intelligible AI, an area of active research.

Instead, we look at a slightly modified setup in which humans have derived a strategy
to partially decouple the system of equations. The strategy is to use so-called “filler"
branes (see, e.g., [49]). These are D6-branes that do not contribute to the supersymmetry
conditions, but do contribute to the tadpole cancellation conditions. Therefore, one may
add filler branes to supersymmetric D6-brane configurations in order to try to satisfy the
tadpole cancellation conditions, but without spoiling the supersymmetry conditions. In
the language of [38], it is C-branes that do not contribute to the SUSY conditions, and
therefore should be identified as filler branes. The filler brane strategy cannot be utilized in
the setup of Section 4.4 (which sought to solve the tadpole cancellation conditions first since

– 41 –

[Halverson, Nelson, FR `19]
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(a) Finding STC Models. (b) Using filler branes.

Figure 5: RL learning a human-derived strategy to solve SUSY and tadpole conditions.

and TCK is 1 : 5. This is consistent with the statistics of [41], where the authors also
find a reduction factor of 5 from imposing the K theory constraint on the untwisted torus
(however, they impose K theory last, i.e. their models satisfy already the SUSY constraint).
At the end of the run, the reduction factor has dropped to 3, indicating that the agent is
doing better in finding models that satisfy the K-theory constraint as compared to randomly
sampling the landscape. Of course, our numbers are too small for reliable statistics, but
since we already reproduce the factor of 5, we are optimistic that our sampling size is
sufficient. Likewise, we see a drop in the ratio of TCK to TCKS from initially around 5
down to 3 as soon as the agent learns to take SUSY into account.

4.5 Learning a Human-Derived Strategy: Filler Branes

The last section demonstrates that the RL agent learns a strategy to solve the coupled
Diophantine equations in the TCKS setup. There is no human-derived strategy for doing
this, and we are not attempting to find out the strategy employed by the agent, which in
general falls in the realm of intelligible AI, an area of active research.

Instead, we look at a slightly modified setup in which humans have derived a strategy
to partially decouple the system of equations. The strategy is to use so-called “filler"
branes (see, e.g., [49]). These are D6-branes that do not contribute to the supersymmetry
conditions, but do contribute to the tadpole cancellation conditions. Therefore, one may
add filler branes to supersymmetric D6-brane configurations in order to try to satisfy the
tadpole cancellation conditions, but without spoiling the supersymmetry conditions. In
the language of [38], it is C-branes that do not contribute to the SUSY conditions, and
therefore should be identified as filler branes. The filler brane strategy cannot be utilized in
the setup of Section 4.4 (which sought to solve the tadpole cancellation conditions first since
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Example II: Knot theory
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The unknot problem
‣ Simplify a knot as much as possible  
 
 
 
 

‣ If the knot can be made trivial (i.e. a circle), it is the unknot



Unknot Problem
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Knot Theory as a natural language problem
‣ Knots can be 

represented as words 
over some alphabet

LMOV invariants as counting open M2-branes ending on M5-branes. However, integrality of

these invariants has been verified only in some specific cases e.g. in [2–4, 7, 8], as well as for

some infinite families of knots and representations [9,10]. In particular, in [10] the relation of

the framed unknot invariants (equivalently extremal invariants of twist knots, as well as open

topological string amplitudes for branes in C3 geometry) to motivic Donaldson-Thomas in-

variants of the m-loop quiver was found, which led to the proof of integrality of BPS numbers

in those cases; this relation was then analyzed and discussed also in [11, 12].

Reducing the above mentioned open M2-brane states to their worldvolume is expected

to lead to a description in terms of N = 4 supersymmetric quiver quantum mechanics.

We find this quantum mechanics description by postulating that the Ooguri-Vafa generating

function should be identified with the motivic generating series assigned to a putative quiver.

Factorization of such a series defines motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants, which also have

an interpretation as the counts of BPS states [13,14]. If a quiver in question indeed exists, it

is natural to identify these BPS states as the e↵ective description of M2-M5 bound states in

the Ooguri-Vafa description. As our main result – announced already in [1] – we show that

the Ooguri-Vafa generating series indeed takes the form of the motivic generating series for

some quiver, and we identify such quivers explicitly in various cases. For example, the quiver

corresponding to the trefoil knot is shown in figure 1.

BPS states that arise in the quiver description can be interpreted as elements of Coho-

mological Hall Algebras [14–16], which provide prototype examples of algebras of BPS states,

whose existence was postulated in [17]. These structures are intimately related to the theory

of wall-crossing and associated phenomena, which led to important results both in physics

and mathematics in recent years. In our work we take advantage of some of those results,

as well as suggest new directions of studies. For example, it has been proved that motivic

Donaldson-Thomas invariants assigned to a symmetric quiver are integer [18]. Our results

lead to the identification of LMOV invariants with motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants

for symmetric quivers, which thus proves integrality of these LMOV invariants. More pre-

cisely, for knots for which we identify the corresponding quiver, the LMOV conjecture for

all symmetric representations is automatically proved. This is already an important result,

Figure 1. Trefoil knot and the corresponding quiver.

– 3 –
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We find this quantum mechanics description by postulating that the Ooguri-Vafa generating

function should be identified with the motivic generating series assigned to a putative quiver.

Factorization of such a series defines motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants, which also have

an interpretation as the counts of BPS states [13,14]. If a quiver in question indeed exists, it

is natural to identify these BPS states as the e↵ective description of M2-M5 bound states in

the Ooguri-Vafa description. As our main result – announced already in [1] – we show that

the Ooguri-Vafa generating series indeed takes the form of the motivic generating series for

some quiver, and we identify such quivers explicitly in various cases. For example, the quiver

corresponding to the trefoil knot is shown in figure 1.

BPS states that arise in the quiver description can be interpreted as elements of Coho-

mological Hall Algebras [14–16], which provide prototype examples of algebras of BPS states,

whose existence was postulated in [17]. These structures are intimately related to the theory

of wall-crossing and associated phenomena, which led to important results both in physics

and mathematics in recent years. In our work we take advantage of some of those results,

as well as suggest new directions of studies. For example, it has been proved that motivic

Donaldson-Thomas invariants assigned to a symmetric quiver are integer [18]. Our results

lead to the identification of LMOV invariants with motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants

for symmetric quivers, which thus proves integrality of these LMOV invariants. More pre-

cisely, for knots for which we identify the corresponding quiver, the LMOV conjecture for

all symmetric representations is automatically proved. This is already an important result,

Figure 1. Trefoil knot and the corresponding quiver.
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Knot Theory as a natural language problem
‣ Knots can be 

represented as words 
over some alphabet 

‣ NLP is something that 
ML is very good at

LMOV invariants as counting open M2-branes ending on M5-branes. However, integrality of

these invariants has been verified only in some specific cases e.g. in [2–4, 7, 8], as well as for

some infinite families of knots and representations [9,10]. In particular, in [10] the relation of

the framed unknot invariants (equivalently extremal invariants of twist knots, as well as open

topological string amplitudes for branes in C3 geometry) to motivic Donaldson-Thomas in-

variants of the m-loop quiver was found, which led to the proof of integrality of BPS numbers

in those cases; this relation was then analyzed and discussed also in [11, 12].

Reducing the above mentioned open M2-brane states to their worldvolume is expected

to lead to a description in terms of N = 4 supersymmetric quiver quantum mechanics.

We find this quantum mechanics description by postulating that the Ooguri-Vafa generating

function should be identified with the motivic generating series assigned to a putative quiver.

Factorization of such a series defines motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants, which also have

an interpretation as the counts of BPS states [13,14]. If a quiver in question indeed exists, it

is natural to identify these BPS states as the e↵ective description of M2-M5 bound states in

the Ooguri-Vafa description. As our main result – announced already in [1] – we show that

the Ooguri-Vafa generating series indeed takes the form of the motivic generating series for

some quiver, and we identify such quivers explicitly in various cases. For example, the quiver

corresponding to the trefoil knot is shown in figure 1.

BPS states that arise in the quiver description can be interpreted as elements of Coho-

mological Hall Algebras [14–16], which provide prototype examples of algebras of BPS states,

whose existence was postulated in [17]. These structures are intimately related to the theory

of wall-crossing and associated phenomena, which led to important results both in physics

and mathematics in recent years. In our work we take advantage of some of those results,

as well as suggest new directions of studies. For example, it has been proved that motivic

Donaldson-Thomas invariants assigned to a symmetric quiver are integer [18]. Our results

lead to the identification of LMOV invariants with motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants

for symmetric quivers, which thus proves integrality of these LMOV invariants. More pre-

cisely, for knots for which we identify the corresponding quiver, the LMOV conjecture for

all symmetric representations is automatically proved. This is already an important result,
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Knot Theory as a natural language problem
‣ Knots can be 

represented as words 
over some alphabet 

‣ NLP is something that 
ML is very good at  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problem
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LMOV invariants as counting open M2-branes ending on M5-branes. However, integrality of

these invariants has been verified only in some specific cases e.g. in [2–4, 7, 8], as well as for

some infinite families of knots and representations [9,10]. In particular, in [10] the relation of

the framed unknot invariants (equivalently extremal invariants of twist knots, as well as open

topological string amplitudes for branes in C3 geometry) to motivic Donaldson-Thomas in-

variants of the m-loop quiver was found, which led to the proof of integrality of BPS numbers

in those cases; this relation was then analyzed and discussed also in [11, 12].

Reducing the above mentioned open M2-brane states to their worldvolume is expected

to lead to a description in terms of N = 4 supersymmetric quiver quantum mechanics.

We find this quantum mechanics description by postulating that the Ooguri-Vafa generating

function should be identified with the motivic generating series assigned to a putative quiver.

Factorization of such a series defines motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants, which also have

an interpretation as the counts of BPS states [13,14]. If a quiver in question indeed exists, it

is natural to identify these BPS states as the e↵ective description of M2-M5 bound states in

the Ooguri-Vafa description. As our main result – announced already in [1] – we show that

the Ooguri-Vafa generating series indeed takes the form of the motivic generating series for

some quiver, and we identify such quivers explicitly in various cases. For example, the quiver

corresponding to the trefoil knot is shown in figure 1.

BPS states that arise in the quiver description can be interpreted as elements of Coho-

mological Hall Algebras [14–16], which provide prototype examples of algebras of BPS states,

whose existence was postulated in [17]. These structures are intimately related to the theory

of wall-crossing and associated phenomena, which led to important results both in physics

and mathematics in recent years. In our work we take advantage of some of those results,

as well as suggest new directions of studies. For example, it has been proved that motivic

Donaldson-Thomas invariants assigned to a symmetric quiver are integer [18]. Our results

lead to the identification of LMOV invariants with motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants

for symmetric quivers, which thus proves integrality of these LMOV invariants. More pre-

cisely, for knots for which we identify the corresponding quiver, the LMOV conjecture for

all symmetric representations is automatically proved. This is already an important result,

Figure 1. Trefoil knot and the corresponding quiver.
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Unknot Problem



‣ Generating Conjectures:  
 
Train NNs on some knot representation/invariant. If they learn to predict 
something, hints at a (previously unknown) connection 
• Basic knot invariants      quasi-positivity, slice genus, OS    -invariance 
• Jones Polynomial      hyperbolic knot volume 

‣ Checking conjectures and mining counter-examples:

• sliceness 

• smooth Poincare conjecture?  

Knot theory
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[Hughes `16]

[Hughes `16]



Example III: Calabi-Yau metrics



‣ Metrics measure distances, but the choice is not unique  

‣ If space is curved, metric depends on the point you are at. It also depends on volume/shape  

Metrics

[Photo Credit: Jimmy Chin]

[Source: wikipedia] [Source: google maps]



‣ Metrics measure distances, but the choice is not unique  

Metrics

[Source: wikipedia] [Source: google maps]



Think of a metric     as a function
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<latexit sha1_base64="TkNAO3XrUvf+bTnE0OQuNcW5dT8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUcGNm8EiuCpJEXVZdOOyin1AE8tkMm2HTh7MTIQSs/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c7yYM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXltGiSC0RSIeia6HJeUspC3FFKfdWFAceJx2vPFV7nceqJAsCu/UJKZugIchGzCClZb65oETYDXyvPQ2u099R7GASuRnfbNq1awp0CKxC1KFAs2++eX4EUkCGirCsZQ924qVm2KhGOE0qziJpDEmYzykPU1DrO+46TR/ho614qNBJPQLFZqqvzdSHEg5CTw9maeV814u/uf1EjW4cFMWxomiIZkdGiQcqQjlZSCfCUoUn2iCiWA6KyIjLDBRurKKLsGe//Iiaddr9lmtfnNabVwWdZThEI7gBGw4hwZcQxNaQOARnuEV3own48V4Nz5moyWj2NmHPzA+fwBtSZZe</latexit>

Rd⇥d

<latexit sha1_base64="TPWHWZ+GaA4EMOJY3+btEZW0Uro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOl5rBfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJu1b1Lqu15kWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fzr+M8g==</latexit>g
<latexit sha1_base64="TPWHWZ+GaA4EMOJY3+btEZW0Uro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOl5rBfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJu1b1Lqu15kWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fzr+M8g==</latexit>g :

and optimize a NN to represent this function 
subject to the consistency conditions 

imposed by string theory



Calabi-Yau manifolds - Properties

‣ Complex 
‣ Kähler 
‣ Ricci-flat



‣ In general manifolds cannot be covered by a single patch  
‣ On each patch, one can choose a local description, coordinate system, 

etc. But one must make sure that the descriptions can be matched on 
the overlap and everything can be patched to a complex manifold 
globally (e.g. choice             vs               , …) 

CY Property 1 - Complex

<latexit sha1_base64="hnnEAce+TNSVpX0l4YHzhWuXQmY=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgxbJbRL0IRS8eK9gP2C4lm2bb0GyyJrNCWfozvHhQxKu/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAR3IDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DIq1ZQ1qRJKd0JimOCSNYGDYJ1EMxKHgrXD0e3Ubz8xbbiSDzBOWBCTgeQRpwSs5PPrrnnUkJ15k1654lbdGfAy8XJSQTkavfJXt69oGjMJVBBjfM9NIMiIBk4Fm5S6qWEJoSMyYL6lksTMBNns5Ak+sUofR0rbkoBn6u+JjMTGjOPQdsYEhmbRm4r/eX4K0VWQcZmkwCSdL4pSgUHh6f+4zzWjIMaWEKq5vRXTIdGEgk2pZEPwFl9eJq1a1buo1u7PK/WbPI4iOkLH6BR56BLV0R1qoCaiSKFn9IreHHBenHfnY95acPKZQ/QHzucP/MaREQ==</latexit>

i =
p
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="rmrTiCOChTbqDvprYnpCnBHTA6g=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgJWE3iHoRgl48RjAxkF3C7GQ2GTL7cKZXCEt+w4sHRbz6M978GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7y0+k0Gjb31ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftHWcKsZbLJax6vhUcyki3kKBkncSxWnoS/7gj26m/sMTV1rE0T2OE+6FdBCJQDCKRnLFVdXVjwqzqjPplSt2zZ6BLBMnJxXI0eyVv9x+zNKQR8gk1brr2Al6GVUomOSTkptqnlA2ogPeNTSiIddeNrt5Qk6M0idBrExFSGbq74mMhlqPQ990hhSHetGbiv953RSDSy8TUZIij9h8UZBKgjGZBkD6QnGGcmwIZUqYWwkbUkUZmphKJgRn8eVl0q7XnPNa/e6s0rjO4yjCERzDKThwAQ24hSa0gEECz/AKb1ZqvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD2g8kUg=</latexit>

i = �
p
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="belld2SrgpZtFpKq/uLkWRjvRCg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuEPUY9OIxQl6QrGF2MkmGzM4uM71CWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoaaJEM95gkYx0O6CGS6F4AwVK3o41p2EgeSsY38381hPXRkSqjpOY+yEdKjEQjKKVWvXH1LuoTHvFklt25yCrxMtICTLUesWvbj9iScgVMkmN6XhujH5KNQom+bTQTQyPKRvTIe9YqmjIjZ/Oz52SM6v0ySDSthSSufp7IqWhMZMwsJ0hxZFZ9mbif14nwcGNnwoVJ8gVWywaJJJgRGa/k77QnKGcWEKZFvZWwkZUU4Y2oYINwVt+eZU0K2Xvqlx5uCxVb7M48nACp3AOHlxDFe6hBg1gMIZneIU3J3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHdZCPAA==</latexit>

T 1,2



‣ The space must be Kähler 
‣ This means that the metric can be written in terms of derivatives of a 

real, scalar function called the Kähler potential  

‣ In general, integrating the metric to find the Kähler potential is hard. So 
one can either start with a Kähler potential and derive the metric, or one 
has to solve the differential equation                 . 

CY Property 2 - Kähler

Kähler potential Kähler form

<latexit sha1_base64="sLJthRVyTOlRIl7K/+vSSPnzNkE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kokoeix6Eby0YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqd+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9fteqexW3BnIMvFyUoYctV7pq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxg/o8pwJnBS7KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPvZ7NAJObVKn4SxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2OAtsZUTPUi95U/M/rpCa89jMuk9SgZPNFYSqIicn0a9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzaZoQ/AWX14mzfOKd1lx6xfl6k0eRwGO4QTOwIMrqMId1KABDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AKNXjNM=</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="l51CmvQ6gBe4XyRFv5+LzCKRWgw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEMpuEfUiFL14rGA/oF1KNs22sdlkSbJiXfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r6FlogitE8mlagVYU84ErRtmOG3FiuIo4LQZDK8nfvOBKs2kuDOjmPoR7gsWMoKNlRpPl48nbNQtltyyOwVaJF5GSpCh1i1+dXqSJBEVhnCsddtzY+OnWBlGOB0XOommMSZD3KdtSwWOqPbT6bVjdGSVHgqlsiUMmqq/J1IcaT2KAtsZYTPQ895E/M9rJya88FMm4sRQQWaLwoQjI9HkddRjihLDR5Zgopi9FZEBVpgYG1DBhuDNv7xIGpWyd1au3J6WqldZHHk4gEM4Bg/OoQo3UIM6ELiHZ3iFN0c6L8678zFrzTnZzD78gfP5A1PUjvk=</latexit>

z = x+ iy
<latexit sha1_base64="xzl8Ooa0uhUYFLA5JODQN9FBovs=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpRb0IRS8eK9gPaELZbDft0s0m7G7EGPo3vHhQxKt/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oK2iRBLaIhGPZNfHinImaEszzWk3lhSHPqcdf3wz9TsPVCoWiXudxtQL8VCwgBGsjeS6PpbZ0+Tq8Yyl/XLFrtozoGXi5KQCOZr98pc7iEgSUqEJx0r1HDvWXoalZoTTSclNFI0xGeMh7RkqcEiVl81unqATowxQEElTQqOZ+nsiw6FSaeibzhDrkVr0puJ/Xi/RwaWXMREnmgoyXxQkHOkITQNAAyYp0Tw1BBPJzK2IjLDERJuYSiYEZ/HlZdKuVZ3zau2uXmlc53EU4QiO4RQcuIAG3EITWkAghmd4hTcrsV6sd+tj3lqw8plD+APr8wchipHA</latexit>

z̄ = x� iy

<latexit sha1_base64="IbRAeILlJuvOV9N5Bc+JEnAo46A=">AAACN3icdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCqzJTRN0Uim7EhVSwF+i05UyaaUMzF5KM0A7zVm58DXe6caGIW9/A9AJqqwcCH/9/DifndyPOpLKsJ2NhcWl5ZTWzll3f2NzaNnd2qzKMBaEVEvJQ1F2QlLOAVhRTnNYjQcF3Oa25/YuRX7ujQrIwuFWDiDZ96AbMYwSUltrmteMJIIkTgVAMOL5Kv3nYgrT4v++4IJJh2krG4KZpWrTaZs7KW+PC82BPIYemVW6bj04nJLFPA0U4SNmwrUg1k9EGwmmadWJJIyB96NKGxgB8KpvJ+O4UH2qlg71Q6BcoPFZ/TiTgSznwXd3pg+rJWW8k/uU1YuWdNRMWRLGiAZks8mKOVYhHIeIOE5QoPtAARDD9V0x6oINSOuqsDsGePXkeqoW8fZIv3BznSufTODJoHx2gI2SjU1RCl6iMKoige/SMXtGb8WC8GO/Gx6R1wZjO7KFfZXx+AZv7rs0=</latexit>

@J

@za
=

@J

@z̄b̄
= 0

, , ,
<latexit sha1_base64="6H0wuZ7M5wR/XIIjUO6nKDMsi9I=">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</latexit>

gab̄ =
@

@za
@

@z̄b̄
K

<latexit sha1_base64="D9kRDV1RTLxucDhG/xF2wsgeUlA=">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</latexit>

J =
i

2

X

a<b

gab̄ "
ab̄ dzadz̄b̄



‣ Calabi-Yau spaces are spaces on which a metric exists that is “flat enough”, i.e. 
their Ricci tensor vanishes 

‣ Note that ensuring     is Kähler introduces 2 more derivatives since

CY Property 3 - Ricci-flat

<latexit sha1_base64="4x3MKNUcwakrhZLfZYat3Ibh40M=">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</latexit>

Rij = � 1

2

nX

a,b=1

✓
@2gij
@xa@xb

+
@2gab
@xi@xj

� @2gib
@xj@xa

� @2gjb
@xi@xa

◆
gab

+
1

2

nX

a,b,c,d=1

✓
1

2

@gac
@xi

@gbd
@xj

+
@gic
@xa

@gjd
@xb

� @gic
@xa

@gjb
@xd

◆
gabgcd

� 1

4

nX

a,b,c,d=1

✓
@gjc
@xi

+
@gic
@xj

� @gij
@xc

◆✓
2
@gbd
@xa

� @gab
@xd

◆
gabgcd

= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="uSW0H71JUat1zrUvRTNUif2jrkk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOl5rBfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6LqXVZrzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fz2OM9A==</latexit>g

<latexit sha1_base64="6H0wuZ7M5wR/XIIjUO6nKDMsi9I=">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</latexit>

gab̄ =
@

@za
@

@z̄b̄
K



‣ This fourth-order partial differential equation is extremely hard to solve 

‣ We can improve on this. On a CY, one can write down  
 
 
 
 
 
 

‣ Since the volume form is unique (up to a constant):

CY Property 3 - Ricci-flat

<latexit sha1_base64="OCl4aRoNjEbK+gCX9XrMr+zFUnk=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laSIeix68VjFfkAayma7aZdudsPuRCmlP8OLB0W8+mu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMyLUsENet63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRmWasgZVQul2RAwTXLIGchSsnWpGkkiwVjS8mfqtR6YNV/IBRykLE9KXPOaUoJWCzj3vD5BorZ66pbJX8WZwl4mfkzLkqHdLX52eolnCJFJBjAl8L8VwTDRyKtik2MkMSwkdkj4LLJUkYSYcz06euKdW6bmx0rYkujP198SYJMaMksh2JgQHZtGbiv95QYbxVTjmMs2QSTpfFGfCReVO/3d7XDOKYmQJoZrbW106IJpQtCkVbQj+4svLpFmt+BeV6t15uXadx1GAYziBM/DhEmpwC3VoAAUFz/AKbw46L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzB5NlkXQ=</latexit>)
<latexit sha1_base64="440YGX2x4+lQ1mwKZz9SiHfHSpI=">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</latexit>

⌦ =

✓
@p

@z4

◆�1

dz1 dz2 dz3

<latexit sha1_base64="OgP+lsfU/iyANjhpDBPgmwbRu90=">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</latexit>
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‣ The condition                  can be turned into a (Monge-Ampere) PDE 
‣ As it turns out, we can ensure the complex and Kahler property and 

keep the volume moduli fixed if we write  
 
 
and approximate the (scalar) function                                       with a NN 

‣ Other possibilities (can depart from Kahler and fixed volume): 
•                                                               (works the least well) 

•                                                               (works better) 

•                                                               (works best; as well as the         approach)  

CY metric ansatze
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CY metric results



‣ String theory comes with discrete, hard combi-
natorial problems that seem amendable to RL 
• Solve Diophantine equations 

• Find the unknot 

‣ ML techniques from other areas can be 
imported and successfully applied 
• Mapping knot theory to NLP 

‣ String theory’s continuous problems can be 
solved with fast optimization 
• PDE for CY metrics

Conclusions

Figure 4: Plots illustrating how the agent learns to solve multiple RL-tasks: First to solve
the IIA tadpole constraint, then the K-theory constraint, and finally the SUSY constraints.

(within a total distance of �TC  8) to a tadpole cancelling solution.
We also want to know whether the agent is actually exploring the landscape and using

its learned heuristics to solve the Diophantine equations or whether it is just randomly
stumbling upon a solution and keeps reproducing that (exploration vs exploitation). As a
measure for how diverse the solutions found by the agents are we look at the entropy of
the agents in Figure 3c. As we can see, the entropy is roughly constant (if anything, it is
increasing over time), which indicates that the agent takes different actions and thus arrives
at different states. We also confirm this by explicitly looking at the solutions the agents
finds. Since we are using the stacking agent, which is based on the A,B,C brane construction,
we know that the solutions are genuinely different and not related by a symmetry action to
one another.

Finally, we show the average score for a multi-tasking agent that successively learns
to solves tadpole cancellation, K-Theory, and SUSY in Figure 4. In the beginning, the
agent does not solve any of the consistency requirements and is receives a punishment
proportional to the tadpole distance as in the TC case, thus ending up at �105. Again,
after having taken around 106 steps, the agent has learned how to solve TC, for which it
receives the TC_Reward = 106 and is now also testing for the K-theory constraint. Once
it receives feedback on its performance with regard to K, it learns to solve TC and K
simultaneously between 106 and 5 ⇥ 106 steps, which is rewarded with TCK_Reward = 109.
Once TCK is solved, the SUSY constraints start to be checked. After 6 ⇥ 106, the agent
learns to incorporate these as well, leading to fully consistent TCKS models and a reward
of TCKS_Reward = 1012.

We can also demonstrate learning of the different constraints by studying the relative
frequency with which the agent finds models that satisfy the various constraints. We find
that in the beginning for less than 3 ⇥ 106 steps, when the agent has not yet learned to
produce models that satisfy the TC or K constraint, the ratio between models with TC
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Thank you for your 
attention!


